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	Mac OS X Power Tools, 9780782141924 (0782141927), Sybex, 2003
Expert Dan Frakes Toiled Endlessly with OS X So You Don't Have To...
    OS X expert and incurable Mac addict Dan Frakes delved into the deepest, darkest regions of Apple's newest operating system to uncover the best and most efficient ways to get things done. The result of his tireless efforts, Mac OS X Power Tools, takes you step-by-step through insightful and essential tips, shortcuts, and solutions. Filled with choice coverage on installation, the Finder, networking, security, Unix, software, and much more—Mac OS X Power Tools is certain to save you countless hours (and frustration) and turn you in to the OS X expert you've always dreamed of becoming.
    
    Coverage includes:     

	Foiling Finder Frustration     
	Setting Up Your Mac Sensationally     
	Mastering Mac OS and Third-Party Software Installations     
	Developing a Dynamic Dock     
	Clobbering Classic     
	Networking and Surfing Superiorly     
	Connecting Conveniently and Running Remotely     
	Fine-Tuning Firewalls and Strengthening System Security     
	Utilizing UNIX     


See the author's website at http://www.macosxpowertools.com          

       About the Author
   An avid Macintosh user since 1986, Dan Frakes is freelance OSX columnist for MacWorld magazine. He also wrote chapters for Mac OS X Disaster Relief with Ted Landau. He teaches OS X sessions at MacWorld Conference each year. Dan developed and maintains his own well-known award-winning Mac OS shareware program. He ia also the moderator of several large Mac e-mail lists. He also has supported Macs at a major university and is an independent consultant.
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Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Get the Solid Preparation Needed to Pass Your                           Security Certification Exam on the First Try 
           Filled with career-building instruction and guidance, Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide is a hands-on learning tool that will help you pass a wide variety of...


		

Managing Knowledge NetworksCambridge University Press, 2009

	Managing knowledge networks (KN) within organizations has taken on enhanced importance in recent years because of the decline of middle management and other changes in formal organizational structures, the growth of information technologies, and our increasingly competitive global economy. KN can be manifested in a variety of forms: project...


		

IBM Rational ClearCase 7.0: Master the Tools That Monitor, Analyze, and Manage Software ConfigurationsPackt Publishing, 2011

	My first encounter with software configuration management was way back in the eighties while at university – and way before I knew that it was called software configuration management. We were doing a student project and were five people working on this group project. I was coding away, slipping into experiments that eventually took the...





	

Principles of Molecular Neurosurgery (Progress in Neurological Surgery, Vol. 18)Karger, 2005

	The future of neurosurgery will be characterized by less invasive, molecular technologies that promise to revolutionize the field of neurosurgery and impact the treatment of additional neurological disorders, including neurometabolic diseases, stroke, dementias, affective and psychiatric diseases, movement disorders, epilepsy, and others....


		

Asterisk 1.6Packt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is a powerful and flexible open source framework for building feature-rich telephony systems. As a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), which connects one or more telephones, and usually connects to one or more telephone lines, Asterisk offers very advanced features, including extension-to-extension calls, queues, line trunking, call...

		

Portable DBA: SQL ServerMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Carry essential SQL Server administration information and troubleshooting  techniques along with you so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on the spot.  This handy resource offers fast access to administrative commands, syntax  diagrams, error resolutions, best practices, and more. With coverage of the most  commonly used SQL Server...
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